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ABSTRACT 

Our MO-based findings proved a bonding nature of each density bridge (DB, or a bond path 

with an associated critical point, CP) on a Bader’s molecular graph. A DB pin-points universal 

physical and net energy-lowering processes that might, but do not have to, lead to a chemical 

bond formation. Physical processes leading to electron density (ED) concentration in inter-

nuclear regions of three distinctively different homo-polar H,H atom-pairs as well as classical 

C–C and C–H covalent bonds were found to be exactly the same. Notably, properties of 

individual MOs are inter-nuclear-region specific as they (i) either concentrate, deplete or do 

not contribute to ED at a CP and (ii) delocalise electron-pairs through either in- (positive) or 

out-of-phase (negative) interference. Importantly, dominance of a net ED concentration and 

positive e–-pairs delocalisation made by a number of -bonding MOs is a common feature at a 

CP. This feature was found for the covalently-bonded atoms as well as homo-polar H,H atom-

pairs investigated. The latter refer to a DB-free H,H atom-pair of the bay in the twisted biphenyl 

(Bph) and DB-linked H,H atom-pairs (i) in cubic Li4H4, where each H-atom is involved in 

three highly repulsive interactions (over +80 kcal/mol) and (ii) involved in a weak attractive 

interaction when sterically clashing in the planar Bph.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Chemistry is synonymous with the concept of chemical bonding that is being debated for 

decades with most approaches being solidly routed in two major ‘families’ of quantum 

mechanics (QM) methods. The first, wavefunction-based family encompasses applications of 

(i) molecular orbitals (MO),1–4 valence bond (VB) theory,1,2,5,6 natural bond orbital (NBO)7–9 

and natural orbitals for chemical valence (NOCV) within the ETS-NOCV10–13 energy 

decomposition scheme (ETS = extended transition state). The second, electron density (ED) 

based family (the quantum chemical topology (QCT) methods) incorporates the quantum 

theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM),14–16 interacting quantum atoms (IQA),17–19 fractional 

occupation iterative Hirshfeld (FOHI),20,21 and fragment attributed molecular system energy 

change (FAMSEC).13,22–24 Most methods within orbital and electron density based approaches 

have been successfully applied in describing chemical bonding for many decades. Even though 

the two families have QM as a common denominator, their interpretations of chemical bonding 

might be drastically different. A typical, but not exclusive, example is a ubiquitous25,26 homo-

polar H,H atom-pair involved in a steric intra- and inter-molecular CHHC contact in crowded 

molecular environments. To this effect, biphenyl (Bph) became an iconic subject of a nearly 3-

decade long scientific debate.25–40 This is because (i) Bader’s bond path (BP)14 links ortho-H 

atoms that, according to the generally accepted view, are involved in a steric repulsive 

interaction27,30 in planar Bph and (ii) one could computationally investigate (dis)appearance of 

a BP on rotating two phenyl rings. Moreover, Bph is a prototype molecule in numerous studies 

and it features, as a molecular core, in 2.6% of all Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) 

structures.41  

Notably, it is not the appearance of a BP between ortho-H-atoms involved in a steric contact 

but its (non)bonding interpretation that became a subject of a battle between the two camps. 

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, readers interested in historic development of this research 

debate are referred to most recent paper by Popelier.39 Briefly, Bader’s notion of a bond path 
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representing an interaction of a bonding nature is generally supported/rejected by researches 

entrenched in the QCT/wavefunction-based interpretations. As a matter of fact, the dispute on 

chemical interpretation of a BP extended to other and classically ‘unexpected’ appearances of 

BPs, such as between He and C-atoms of adamantine,42–44 between noble gas atoms and noble 

gas and C atoms in endohedral fullerenes Ng2@C60 (Ng=He–Xe),45 He, F, F– dimers46 or water 

dimers,47 bay-type HH interaction in cis-2-butene,9,13,48 or phenanthrene.25,40,49  

Our main aim is to put forth a chemical interpretation of BPs by investigating physical 

processes leading to the absence or presence of a BP. Our focus is on individual canonical 

MOs’ nature and contribution made to the electron density in specific inter-nuclear regions. 

Two classical covalent, C–C and C–H, bonds in Bph, the bay-type steric CHHC contact in 

the planar Bph, the CHHC inter-nuclear region without a BP in the twisted Bph, and finally 

the HH interactions in a cubic form of LiH (Li4H4) will be investigated - Figure 1.  

(a)              (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Molecular graphs of (a) planar biphenyl and (b) equilibrium structures of cubic Li4H4 
calculated at the B3LYP–GD3/6-311++G(2pd,2df) level. The green and red dots represent (3,–1) and 
(3,+1) critical points, respectively.  
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Notably, we selected two distinctively different BP-linked homo-polar H,H atom-pairs. In the 

first instance, the H-atoms in the planar Bph are involved in a weak attractive interaction, have 

a small positive net atomic charge, Q(H), and overlap due to d(H,H) << the sum of their van 

der Waals (vdW) radii. In the second case, the H-atoms in Li4H4 are involved in a very strong 

repulsive interaction, carry a large negative Q(H) and are well separated with d(H,H) >> the 

sum of H-atoms vdW radii. In the latter case and totally unexpectedly, six BPs originating from 

each H-atom, involving three Li,H and three H,H atom-pairs, are present – Figure 1b. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Theoretical Background. We utilize the recently introduced MO-ED and MO-DI 

methods;50 a brief description of our approach is detailed below while a full description of both 

methods is given in PART 1 of the Supporting Information, SI. Notably, the MO-ED method 

decomposes the total electron density at a specifically selected coordinate r* into contributions 

made by each orbital:  

where 𝜒  is an MO with occupation 𝜈 . r* is chosen to be a (3,–1) critical point (CP, or bond 

critical point) if present, or otherwise the coordinate of a minimum density point (MDP) along 

an inter-nuclear vector. 

The decomposition is then followed along the eigenvector associated with the second 

eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix which we will refer to as the 2–eigenvector. In most cases, 

the 2–eigenvector is synonymous with a cross-section perpendicular to a given inter-nuclear 

vector. We then consider, for each MO, the partial directional second derivatives computed 

along the 2–eigenvector. From that, each MO can be labelled as concentrating ED (negative 

second derivative), depleting ED (positive second derivative) or non-contributing to the ED (in 

the case of an MO node) at the selected r*. Typically, the nature of a selected MO varies at 

𝜌(𝐫∗) = 𝜈 |𝜒 (𝐫∗)|  (1) 
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different CPs/MDPs. MOs’ contributions of the same fashion can then be grouped to provide 

a ‘characterized’ total density contribution of specific natures at r*: 

We also make use of recently-developed51 CP(r) function to explain the presence of a bond 

path. This function accounts for the first derivatives computed on the total concentrating, 

depleting and non-contributing density terms in Eq. 2: 

Specifically, the CP(r) is positive in the vicinity of r if the slope computed along the 2–

eigenvector on density provided by the MOs concentrating ED is greater and opposite in sign 

than the slope obtained for the MOs depleting ED. We have previously found51 that the CP(r) 

will always be positive in the vicinity of a DB. For more details, please refer to Part 1 of the 

SI. 

The MO-DI method, on the other hand, provides a MO-based decomposition of the QTAIM-

defined delocalization index (DI). Such a matrix is obtained by first defining an atomic overlap 

matrix for an atom A with elements 

which satisfies 𝑁(A) = 𝑡𝑟(𝐒 ), where N(A) is the total electronic population. A delocalized 

density matrix for atom-pair A,B can then be defined, with elements 

where all elements sum up to the QTAIM-defined DI(A,B). The D(A,B) matrix provides 

information regarding the overlap and interference of MOs across two atomic basins. Diagonal 

elements, 𝐷( , ), provide each MO’s contribution to the total number of electron pairs shared 

between A and B. This term results from mutual overlap of an MO across two atomic basins. 

𝜌(𝐫∗) = 𝜌 (𝐫∗) + 𝜌 (𝐫∗) + 𝜌 (𝐫∗) (2) 

𝐶𝑃(𝐫) = −𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝜕𝜌 (𝐫))

∙ 𝜕𝜌 (𝐫) + 𝜕𝜌 (𝐫) + 𝜕𝜌 (𝐫)  
(3) 

𝑆 = 𝜈 𝜈 𝜒∗(𝐫)𝜒 (𝐫)𝑑𝐫 (4) 

𝐷
( , )

= 2 −𝑆 𝑆  (5) 
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However, the off-diagonal elements, 𝐷( , )
, provide the extent to which an MO-pair either 

increases delocalized electron pairs (through constructive interference) or decreases 

delocalized electron pairs (through deconstructive interference). Therefore, the sum of any row 

or column of Dij gives the net contribution of an MO to the number of electron pairs shared 

between atoms A and B, after any MO-pair interference effects have been taken into account. 

An example of such a matrix as well as its interpretation are shown in Part 2 of the SI. 

Finally, note that we prefer to use the density bridge (DB) term instead of BP as it perfectly 

describes the presence of a common topological property of electron density between any pair 

of atoms in a molecular environment.  

2.2. Computational Details. All structures were computed in Gaussian 09, Rev. D52 

using B3LYP with Grimme’s D3 empirical dispersion53 with 6-311++G(2df,2pd) in the gas 

phase; a full set of X,Y,Z coordinates of all molecules discussed in this work is provided in 

PART 2 in the SI. QTAIM molecular graphs were calculated using AIMAll v. 19.02.13.54 

Molecular orbital density data was obtained using in-house software.  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Both MO-ED and MO-DI methods50 employ canonical, molecule-wide orbitals without any 

transformation. Moreover, no partitioning of molecules is required; hence, molecules’ 

structural integrity is fully preserved, an approach not commonly adopted in previous MO-

based studies. MOs relevant to this study are shown in Table 1 (a full set of MOs computed for 

the planar and twisted conformers of Bph are in PART 3 of the SI). Looking at the MO 

isosurfaces, they are remarkably alike in both Bph conformers. Unfortunately, the shape-

similarity does not provide any clue as to why a DB is present (or absent) and hence does not 

provide any information on whether a MO concentrates or depletes density anywhere in 3D 

space occupied by a molecule.  
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Table 1. Selected top-views of MOs in planar Bph. Percentage contributions to ED at relevant BCPs 
and DI for interactions of interest are also shown. 
 

Orbital Isosurface Interaction % ED % DI 

24 

 

H7,H18 
0%  

non-contributing 
–6.16 % 

C1,C12 0% 
non-contributing 

–0.41% 

C19,H22 19.9% 
concentrating 

20.17% 

29

 

H7,H18 
19.1% 

concentrating 
33.13% 

C1,C12 0% 
non-contributing 

0.13% 

C19,H22 8.3% 
concentrating 

–0.01% 

36

 

H7,H18 
19.1% 

concentrating 
9.25% 

C1,C12 24.3% 
concentrating 

15.45% 

C19,H22 8.3% 
concentrating 

6.62% 

37

 

H7,H18 
0% 

non-contributing 
–10.10% 

C1,C12 0% 
non-contributing 

–0.61% 

C19,H22 0% 
non-contributing 

0.14% 

38

 

H7,H18 
0% 

non-contributing 0.02% 

C1,C12 0% 
depleting 9.41% 

C19,H22 0% 
depleting 1.10% 

41

 

H7,H18 
0% 

non-contributing –0.02% 

C1,C12 0% 
non-contributing –4.86% 

C19,H22 0% 
depleting 1.13% 

 

One must realise that just a single set of canonical MOs is always computed for any poly-

atomic molecule and the molecule-specific electron density distribution is the result of 

combined individual MO’s contributions. However, the ED distribution is not uniform 

throughout and each molecule has a specific set of covalent bonds and intramolecular, either 

attractive or repulsive, interactions. From this it follows that a molecule-wide MO cannot have 
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an overall (non)bonding character. Clearly, each MO’s nature, in terms of concentrating, 

depleting or non-contributing to ED at a specific point r in 3D space (such as a critical point 

on Bader’s molecular graphs) can only be established by exploring an inter-nuclear region of 

an atom-pair of interest.  

The second derivative of the ED is associated with electron concentration or depletion in 

the inter-nuclear region or, for that matter, any point in 3D space occupied by a molecule.14 

We have established that the lowest energy MOs involving C1s core electrons in Bph are (i) 

entirely C-atom-centred and (ii) non-contributing to ED at and in the vicinity of CPs of interest 

in this work, namely CP/MDP(H7,H18) in planar/twisted Bph and CP(C1,C12) and 

CP(C19,H22) in planar Bph.  

3.1. MO-based picture of the C1–C12 and C19–H22 covalent bonds in the 

planar conformer. We investigate here the carbon-carbon linker (C1–C12) and one of the 

C–H bonds (C19–H22) as these atoms are not involved in any discernible non-covalent 

interaction – see Figure 2. A full set of results pertaining to CP(C1,C12) and CP(C19,H22) in 

the planar conformer is presented in Part 4 of the SI.  

Importantly, regardless of the impact made by a local environment, the same and 

characteristic overall trends are observed for both covalent bonds, namely: 

1) The directional second partial derivative (from now on called 2nd derivative) computed on 

the total ED is negative at both CPs(A,B) seen in Figures 2a,b. Naturally, the 2nd derivative is 

also negative in the vicinity of these CPs showing that ED became highly concentrated in the 

wider inter-nuclear regions. The trends observed in Figures 2a,b can be seen as a MO-ED 

signature of an overlap of atomic -orbitals that lead to the ED concentration, exactly as one 

would expect from covalent bonds’ classical interpretation.  

2) Traces of the 2nd derivative < 0 shown in Figures 2c,d are signatures of individual MOs that 

concentrate ED. Typically, only few MOs concentrate ED at a specific CP/MDP and examples 
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for MOs with %-contributions to the total ED at a CP larger than 10% are shown in Figures 

2c,d.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Cross-sections along the 2–eigenvector in the C1,C12 and C19,H22 inter-nuclear regions. 
(a) to (d) – MO contributions to directional partial second derivative for C1,C12 or C19,H22, as 
indicated, and total ED (e) and directional partial first derivative (f) along the 2–eigenvector, as 
selected individual MOs (a and b), grouped according to the contributions from the core (1–12, purple 
line) and valence (13–41, green line) MOs (c and d) or as the sum of all concentrating (blue) or 
depleting (red) MOs (e and f). 
 
  

(c) 

(e) 

(b) 

(d) 

(f) 

(a) 
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3) The overall combined contribution made by MOs 13-41 is of concentrating nature and the 

total ED peaks exactly at the relevant CP(A,B) – Figure 2e. There are also MOs that deplete 

ED in the vicinity of CPs, hence they are classified as such, but they are entirely non-

contributing exactly at the CP’s coordinates because |i(CP)|2 = 0.0. All these MOs are of  

nature in the inter-nuclear region with a node at exactly the relevant CP as shown in Figure 2e. 

4) The first derivative on the total ED is crossing at the coordinates of CPs(A,B), i.e., at the 0.0 

value in Figure 2f. 

5) The CP(r) function (developed recently51 to explain the presence, or otherwise, of a DB) 

shows that the net slope of all concentrating MOs is greater in magnitude and opposite in sign 

than the net slope of all depleting MOs at a CP(A,B). 

As seen from Figure 2 and Table S6, Figures S3 and S4, Part 4 in the SI, all occupied MOs 

that contribute to ED at CPs throughout a molecule do so differently in each inter-nuclear 

region, e.g., 36, in planar Bph, makes the largest contribution at CP(C1,C12) yet a very small 

contribution at CP(C19,H22), whereas 24 contributes most at CP(C19,H22) but null at 

CP(C1,C12). Furthermore, the 2nd-derivatve-defined nature of each MO’s contribution 

(concentrating, depleting and non-contributing) is inter-nuclear region specific – see Table S6, 

Part 4 of the SI.  

To fully understand the role played by each individual MO and quantify its participation in 

electron delocalization across two atomic basins, one can make a use of the MO-DI protocol 

(Tables S7-S9, Part 4 of the SI). It quantitatively accounts for positive or constructive (in-

phase) and negative or destructive (out-of-phase) interference computed for each unique MO-

pair. The net (or total) number of electron pairs delocalized (delocalization index, DI) between 

C1,C12 and C19,H22 atom-pairs is 1.06 and 0.97, respectively corresponding to a single 

covalent bond order. The MO-DI method also explains how the covalent bond order comes 

about, by calculating the overlap of each MO across two atomic basins as well as the 

interference with all other MOs. Investigation of specific MO-pairs using the MO-DI method 
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reveals useful insights and strong links to classical MO interpretations. For instance, the core 

1s 1 and 2 orbitals contribute 1.0 e–-pairs to DI(C1,C12) as they completely overlap C1 and 

C12. However, due to their complete deconstructive interference with each other resulting in –

1.0 e–-pairs, they do not make a net contribution to DI(C1,C12) at all. This is an example of a 

typical bonding-antibonding MO-pair, in full agreement with a classical interpretation of these 

orbitals. This is a common pattern even among the valence orbitals, such as the 38 and 41 

MO-pair with  character. 38 and 41 contribute a total of 0.14 e–-pairs to DI(C1,C12) through 

joint overlap over the C1/C12 atomic basins, but –0.12 e–-pairs are removed due to 

deconstructive interference with each other. Analysis of individual MO-pairs might be very 

tedious. However, analysing the combined contributions of all MOs proved to be the most 

insightful: the net DI(C1,C12) of 1.06 is a result of 25 overlapping MOs, contributing 

∑ 𝐷
( , ) = 2.82 e–-pairs but with a net deconstructive interference of ∑ 𝐷

( , ) = –1.76 

e–-pairs. This result can be re-stated using chemical jargon: the C–C bond has a maximum 

bond-order of ~3, which is reduced to ~1 due to the presence of bonding-antibonding MO-

pairs.  

We also note here a strong relationship between our MO-ED and MO-DI results: all of the 

MOs that concentrate density to an inter-nuclear region also i) strongly overlap both atomic 

basins, and ii) interfere constructively with each other. This important observation shows that 

all MOs that concentrate density in an inter-nuclear region are of the same general nature (i.e. 

-symmetries) and contribute to the covalency of an interaction. 

3.2. MOs-based interpretation of absence and presence of a DB between H-

atoms of a bay in Bph conformers. All the data and observations detailed above for 

classical covalent bonds paint a very strong picture of both the nature of MOs involved in the 

topological definition of a DB, as well as the nature and mechanism of electron delocalization 

across an interaction. This picture is in a full agreement with a general notion of covalent bonds 
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formation and their energy-minimising contribution to molecular energy. Hence, we decided 

to follow exactly the same protocol in investigating inter-nuclear regions between covalently 

non-bonded H7,H18 atom-pair in both Bph conformers – a full set of data is placed in Part 5 

of the SI.  

Looking at the MO isosurfaces, all contributing MOs are of a -fashion relative to the HH 

interaction in both conformers. Examples of cross-sections of MOs that concentrate ED, as 

identified by the 2nd derivative, are shown in Figures 3a,b. The shapes of traces are rather 

complex (due to congested molecular environment) and the number of concentrating and 

depleting MOs differs for both conformers. The trends obtained for the total ED revealed 

(Figures 3c,d) that there is no qualitative difference, as there is a region along the 2–

eigenvector (including coordinates of CP(H,H) and MDP(H,H)) where the 2nd-derivative < 0. 

This shows that the overall and dominant effect is ED concentration in the inter-nuclear region 

that resulted in CP = 0.01427 a.u. (planar) and MDP = 0.00529 a.u (twisted). Moreover, largely 

the same orbitals (23, 25, 29, 35 and 36) concentrate ED between H-atoms to a total of 

72.9% and 61.6% in planar and twisted conformers, respectively. 

The only significant difference is in the degree and the slope of MOs’ contribution to each 

inter-nuclear region. We found that the overall degree of ED concentration, relative to 

depletion, is greater in planar (94.5%) than in twisted (71.3%) at respective points (CP and 

MDP). Individual MOs’ contributions produced specific traces in the total ED (Figures 3c,d) 

that explain the difference in 1st derivatives (Figures 3e,f) and hence the presence of a 

DB(H7,H18) only in the planar Bph. Only in the planar Bph we see the trend (thick solid black 

line in Figure 3e) computed for the 1st derivative on the total ED crossing zero at the exact 

coordinates of CP(H,H) and the ring critical point (RCP). These critical points are classical 

topological features when atoms linked by a DB(A,B) form a ring on a molecular graph. The 

appearance/absence of these two critical points in Figures 3ef is synonymous with the 

presence/absence of a density bridge, here DB(H7,H18) in the planar Bph.   
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Figure 3  Decomposition of the directional partial second (a to d) and first (e and f) derivatives along 
the 2–eigenvector in the H7,H18 inter-nuclear region in planar (left) and twisted (right) biphenyl, on 
selected individual MOs (a and b), grouped according to the contributions from the core (1–12, purple 
line) and valence (13–41, green line) MOs (c and d) or, for the first derivative, on the sum of all 
concentrating (blue) or depleting (red) MOs (e and f).  
 
 

Decomposition of the trace of the total ED (Figures 3e,f) into the sums of concentrating and 

depleting MOs shows that the rate of change of concentrating MOs is greater than the rate of 

change of depleting MOs in planar Bph, while the opposite is true for twisted Bph. This single 

Twisted Conformer Planar Conformer 
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observation – as confirmed by the CP(r) function51 and trends in 1st derivatives shown in 

Figures S5 and S6, Part 5 in the SI – is the only reason for the presence/absence of DB(H7,H18) 

in planar/twisted Bph.  

To gain additional insight on the nature of the HH interactions in terms of MOs, we used 

the MO-DI method – see Tables S11 and S12, Part 5 in the SI. They show a decomposition of 

the QTAIM-defined DI(H7,H18) of 0.031 and 0.011 e–-pairs in the planar and twisted Bph, 

respectively, into contributions made by each MO. The MO-DI method takes into account the 

spatial overlap of an MO across both atomic basins (diagonal values, ∑ 𝐷
( , )) as well as 

the constructive or destructive interference of an MO with all remaining MOs (off-diagonal 

values, ∑ 𝐷
( , )).  

As an example, let us consider 29 in planar Bph – the MO that shows in-phase -symmetry 

for most H atoms and out-of-phase *–symmetry for C–H bonds, Table 1. In case of the planar 

conformer, 29 contributes net 0.010 e–-pairs, i.e., 33% of the DI(H7,H18). This is a result of 

spatial overlap (0.012 e–-pairs) and overall interference with other MOs (it amounts to –0.002 

e–-pairs). Most significant constructive interference involves 25 (in-phase -symmetry for 

H7,H18) which contributes an additional 0.009 e–-pairs whereas most significant 

deconstructive interference involves 37 (out-of-phase *-symmetry for H7,H18) which 

reduces the total DI by –0.009 e– pairs.   

However, the most accurate picture of electron delocalization for the H7H18 interactions 

can only be obtained by taking into account the overlap and interferences with all MOs. We 

note that the same general trend as what was observed for the C1–C12 bond, although to a 

much lesser degree, holds for the H7H18 interaction in planar biphenyl. In total, MOs 

overlapping both H7 and H18 contribute 0.064 delocalized e–-pairs, but this gets reduced by –

0.033 e–-pairs as a result of destructive interferences. Very much the same holds true for the 

H7H18 interaction in twisted biphenyl. Whereas spatially overlapping MOs contribute to 
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DI(H7,H18) more or less the same, 0.060 e–-pairs, the reduction of DI due to net destructive 

interferences (–0.049 e–-pairs) is considerably greater than in the planar biphenyl. This clearly 

demonstrates that the in-phase MOs’ overlap over the HH interaction is relatively stronger 

than out-of-phase overlap in planar than twisted biphenyl. In chemical jargon terms, bonding-

antibonding MO-pairs reduce the bond order less in planar than twisted biphenyl. Possibly the 

most important observation, however, is the same nature of MO-overlap as what was observed 

for the C1–C12 linker in planar Bph: all MOs that concentrate ED at the BCP/MDP(H7,H18) 

also i) interfere constructively with each other and ii) contribute to the DI in a net-positive 

fashion.  

Taking all of the above results from the MO-ED and MO-DI decompositions into the 

account, it is abundantly clear that the interaction between H7 and H18 in planar or twisted 

biphenyl share two critical features. These features, which are also observed for covalent 

bonds, are: 1) a net concentration of ED in the interatomic region arising from multiple MOs 

of strictly -character and 2) a net delocalization of electron-pairs arising from MO-overlap. 

Furthermore, our results clearly demonstrate that (i) selecting just few MOs, even with 

dominant contributions, cannot sufficiently describe the HH interactions of interest and (ii) 

it is only through the consideration of all occupied MOs that the topology of the total ED can 

be recovered and interpreted meaningfully. The only discernible difference between the HH 

interactions in planar or twisted biphenyl is the presence of a density bridge. It arises purely 

from different rates of change of net concentrating relative to depleting MOs’ contributions to 

the total ED, a fact that does not change the underlying nature of the interaction.  

3.3. MO-based nature of the hydride H,H DBs in cubic Li4H4. Cubic Li4H4 is an 

interesting molecule as its molecular graph reveals six density bridges originating from each 

H-atom. Even more surprising is the presence of three DBs(HH) linking each H-atom with the 

remaining ones despite (i) d(HH) >> the sum of the vdW radii by 0.30 Å and (ii) each H-atom 
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being involved in three large repulsive interactions with neighbouring H-atoms. The computed 

H,H
intE  = +84.4 kcal mol–1 is dominated by the classical electrostatic Coulomb energy term of 

H,H
clV  = +92.6 kcal mol–1. 

There are 2 groups of 4 doubly-occupied MOs: 1–4 are formed from 1sLi whereas 5–8 

from 1sH orbitals – Figure 4. Each group of MOs consists of a single, symmetrical and in-phase 

MO as well as three degenerate orbitals of different symmetry combinations. Together, this set 

of 8 MOs describes 24 interactions, 12 Li–H, 6 LiLi and 6 HH, and interestingly, density 

bridges are present for all Li–H and HH but LiLi interactions.  

 

Figure 4.  Shapes of the eight MOs in cubic Li4H4 (isovalue = 0.02 a.u.). The nature of each MOs 
contribution to a single HH interaction, as defined by the sign of the 2nd-derivative, is shown. 
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We are particularly interested in explaining the presence of the DBs between hydride atoms 

and due to perfect symmetry of cubic Li4H4, we will discuss the H2,H5 atom-pair as an example 

– a full set of relevant data is included in Part 6 in the SI. The 2nd derivative trends seen in 

Figure 5a reveal that concentrating in nature contributions to ED of 0.01530 a.u. at the 

CP(H2,H5) are made only by 5–8 MOs. This is because the 2nd derivative < 0 is observed at 

and in the vicinity of the CP(H2,H5). These orbitals contribute 98.3% to ED at this CP with 

54.2% coming from 5 (Figure 5b). The remaining 1.7% of ED at the CP(H2,H5) comes from 

four MOs (1–4) in a depleting fashion (Figure 5c) with 1 adding 0.8%.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  The partial directional 2nd-derivative (a), ED contributions made by higher-energy MOs 
(5–8, b) and lower-energy MOs (1–4, c) and the CP(r) function (d) as cross-sections along the 2–
eigenvector for atom-pair H2,H5 in Li4H4.  
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The three degenerate orbitals of different symmetry, (2–4) and (6–8), make combined 

identical contributions to ED at all three CP(H,H), namely 0.0013 and 0.0674 au, respectively. 

However, individual MO’s contributions vary dramatically, e.g., for 6 we obtained 0.0, 10.4 

and 33.8 %-contributions to CP(H2,H4), CP(H2,H5) and CP(H4.H5), respectively – see Table 

S14 in Part 6 of the SI.  As for the HH interaction in planar Bph, the DBs between H-atoms 

in Li4H4 are present as a result of the greater slope of the total concentrating than depleting ED 

contributions made by MOs (Figure 5d).  

The MO-DI results obtained for the representative H2H5 interaction (Table S15, Part 6 of 

the SI) show that 1 localised on all four Li nuclei contributes negligibly to DI(H,H), through 

both overlap and constructive interference with other MOs. The DI(H2,H5) arises 

predominantly from the overlap of 5 (contributing 0.21 e–-pairs) and the combined overlap of 

6–8 (contributing a sum of 0.15 e–-pairs) to a total of 0.36 e–-pairs. However, 5 also 

interferes destructively with 6–8 and this reduces the total DI(H,H) by –0.26 e–-pairs. Hence, 

a small but not insignificant net total DI(H2,H5) = +0.09 e–-pairs was obtained. This 

observation confirms the classical closed-shell nature of the HH interactions as the 5 and 

6–8 MOs form a seemingly bonding-antibonding pair, although in slight favour of net 

covalent character.  

Conclusions 

This work unambiguously shows that physical processes leading to appearance of density 

bridges (DBs) are exactly the same regardless of the strength and nature of interaction atoms 

are involved in. We report the MO-based interpretation of: 

1. Classical C–C and C–H covalent bonds in the Bph. They represent very strong and overall 

attractive interactions due to dominant contribution coming from the exchange 
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correlation term (XC-term). In both cases, an electron-pair sharing (hence electron 

density concentration) in the inter-nuclear region takes place.  

2. A steric CHHC contact in the non-equilibrium planar conformer of Bph. It is 

characterised by a weak and slightly attractive, due to dominance of the XC-term, 

interaction between homo-polar H-atoms. 

3. A very large repulsive, due to dominance of electrostatic term, HH interaction in the 

equilibrium structure of cubic Li4H4. Remarkably, each H-atom is involved in three such 

repulsive, over +80 kcal mol–1, interactions.   

We have fully explained the appearance of DBs using the MO-ED and MO-DI protocols 

reported by us recently.  

We used the directional second partial derivative (2nd-derivative) computed on the total 

electron density (ED) along the 2-eigenvector crossing a critical, or minimum density, point 

(CP or MDP) on a Bader’s molecular graph. The negative value of the 2nd-derivative was found 

for all interactions studied and it indicates a net concentration of electron density at and in the 

vicinity of CPs and MDP studied. In each case investigated, there are sets of MOs that (i) 

contribute either in concentrating or depleting fashion to the total ED or (ii) make no 

contribution at exactly the CP’s coordinates. All MOs that concentrate ED in an inter-nuclear 

region also overlap both atomic basins and interfere constructively (in-phase) with other ED-

concentrating MOs. Hence, they contribute in a positive fashion to the number of delocalized 

electron-pairs. Therefore, all MOs that contribute to the presence of a DB (through a 

concentration of ED) also contribute to the degree of covalency that is conveniently measured 

by a delocalisation index, DI(A,B).  

Notably, the 2nd-derivative < 0 is a necessary (although not sufficient) condition for a DB to 

be present. For a DB to be present the rate of change of concentrating ED must be greater and 

opposite in sign than the rate of change of depleting ED along the 2–eigenvector. Therefore, 
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the absence of a DB does not indicate the absence of concentrating MOs as it has been 

demonstrated for the H7,H18 atom-pair in the equilibrium (twisted) Bph.  

All the above observations and conclusions are equally applicable to all and so diverse atom-

pairs studied in this work. This leads us to the final conclusion regarding the MO’s nature of 

DBs: a DB indicates the presence of MOs that concentrate ED in an interatomic region and 

increase the degree of covalency of the relevant interaction, but the absence of a DB does not 

indicate the absence of such MOs. 

What is then the significance of a DB? Is there a universal attribute that could be used to 

describe the role played by a DB in a molecular system? It is well-known fact that the formation 

of covalent bonds (synonymous with ED sharing) decreases the energy of a molecular system, 

generally through orbital-expansion and regardless of a kinetic or potential energy driving 

force.55 We have shown that this key property applies to MOs that contribute constructively to 

the formation of a DB. From the fact that processes leading to the appearance of any DB are 

the same, regardless of which atom-pair becomes linked by a DB, it follows that the energy-

lowering effect must be applicable to all of them. In other words, formation of a specific set of 

DBs (in most cases they represent classical covalent bonds) exemplifies the manner in which 

a molecular system is distributing its density such that at a particular 3D placement of nuclei 

the electronic energy of the system is at its minimum.  

One can also consider another scenario. The optimum geometry of a molecule is obtained 

from energy-optimisation protocols implemented in all major dedicated software packages. 

The resultant density distribution, incorporating density bridges as observed on Bader’s 

molecular graphs, can be fully recovered from combined individual MO’s contributions. 

Hence, the final set of MOs in an equilibrium structure represents lowest energy density 

distribution.  

A DB has also been interpreted33 as a ‘privileged exchange channel’, which – according to 

some56 – shows that a DB is present between two atoms as a result of the greatest exchange-
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correlation stabilization out of multiple, competing ‘exchange channels’. Whilst this concept 

has been challenged recently,57 some of us have previously shown58 that the significant multi-

centric character of many DBs makes the concept of ‘privilege’ quite hard to interpret and even 

more so to quantify. Upon the request of a reviewer, we can restate the concept of exchange 

channels in terms of MOs: an exchange channel can be seen as a product of the set of MOs that 

both concentrate ED and contribute to interatomic electron delocalization in a specific inter-

nuclear region. We have shown that such a set of MOs will always be present if a DB is present. 

It is then tempting to also link the concept of ‘privilege’ with the relative slopes as per the 

CP(r) function (see Eq. 3), but to do so will require careful consideration of a significant 

number of different and often highly controversial systems. We will be exploring these links 

in a future publication. 

From all these final remarks it follows that a common attribute of a DB is its energy-

minimising contribution to a molecular system. Also, by analogy to chemists’ understanding 

of covalent bonds, it is also clear that the presence of a DB is synonymous with a physical 

process of chemical bonding between two atoms that always stabilises a molecule. Bonding is 

a physical process that might, but does not have to, lead to the formation of a chemical bond 

as commonly understood by a chemist at large. Finally, bonding as a universal physical process 

can take place without being pin-pointed by the appearance of a DB. The H7,H18 atom-pair in 

a twisted conformer of Bph is an excellent example of such phenomenon. This work revealed 

that the only discernible difference between the HH interactions in planar or twisted biphenyl 

arises purely from different rates of change of net concentrating relative to depleting MOs’ 

contributions to the total ED. The presence of a density bridge in the case of the planar 

conformer of Bph, does not change the fact that MOs delocalizing e–-pairs and concentrating 

ED do dominate in both conformers. 

It is our conviction that this work levels the ground for harmonious, cooperative and 

complementary research conducted by orbital- and electron density-based camps when, at least, 
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describing and characterising any possible interaction and chemical bond in all molecular 

structures is of interest. 
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